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Key Policy Positions 

 
The following key policy positions are considered very important to the sector; 
 
Rates, Fees and Charges 

 

Rating Exemptions 

 

 Rating Exemptions - Request that a broad review be conducted 

into the justification and fairness of all rating exemption 

categories, Sector Revenue foregone 2017/18 - $45.6m; 

 Local Government Act should eliminate exemptions for 

commercial (non-charitable) business activities of charitable 

organisations; 

 Support for exemptions of genuine Charitable activities 

that qualify under the Commonwealth Aged Care Act 

1997; 

 Eliminate exemptions for Government Trading Enterprises; 

 Support for the principle that all users of Local Government 

services should make a contribution to these services. 

 
Rating Restrictions – State Agreement Acts 

 

 Resource projects covered by State Agreement Acts should be 

liable for Local Government rates. 

 
Imposition of Fees and Charges: Section 6.16 

 

 That a review be undertaken to remove fees and charges from 

legislation and Councils be empowered to set fees and charges 

for Local Government services. 

 

No Rate Capping 

 

The Local Government sector opposes rate capping or any externally 

imposed limit on Local Government’s capacity to raise revenue as   

appropriately determined by the Council. 
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Beneficial Enterprises 

 
The Local Government Act 1995 should be amended to enable all Local Governments to 
establish Beneficial Enterprises (formerly known as Council Controlled Organisations). 
 
Beneficial Enterprises are: 
 

 Arm’s length entities to deliver projects and services required by the 

community; 

 Vehicle for greater efficiency and improved partnering practices for 

Local Government; 

 Provide services & facilities that are not attractive to private investors; 

 Cannot carry out any regulatory function of a Local Government; 

 Skills Based Board – Alternate governance model; 

 Not about outsourcing essential services. 

 
Building Upgrade Finance 

 

That WALGA advocate for amendments to the Local Government Act that enable a Building 

Upgrade Finance mechanism in Western Australia. 

 
The Building Upgrade Finance position is advocating for reforms to Western Australian 

legislation that would enable local governments to guarantee finance for building upgrades 

for non-residential property owners. In addition to building upgrades to achieve environmental 

outcomes, advocates have identified an opportunity to use this approach to finance general 

upgrades to increase the commercial appeal of buildings for potential tenants. In this way, 

Building Upgrade Finance is viewed as means to encourage economic investment to meet 

the challenges of a soft commercial lease market in Perth and achieve economic growth. 

 

Community Engagement Policy 

 

That the Local Government Act 1995 include a requirement for Local Governments to adopt 

a Community Engagement Policy, with each Local Government to determine how to 

implement community engagement strategies. 
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City of Greater Geraldton Submissions 
  

Rating 

Allow Councils to determine the method of valuation be it CIV, GRV or UV. 

The revenue and rating strategy would not be a separate document but would form part of or 

be a component of the LTFP. Remove the requirement to develop annually a Statement of 

Objects & Reasons. 

 

Rating Exemptions (s.6.26(2)(g)) 

Exemptions under this section of the Act have extended beyond the original intention and now 

provide rating exemptions for non-charitable purposes, which increase the rate burden to other 

ratepayers. There may be an argument for exemptions to be granted by State or Federal 

legislation, with examples including exemptions granted by the Commonwealth Aged Care Act 

1997, as well as group housing for the physically and intellectually disabled which is supported 

under a government scheme such as a Commonwealth-State Housing Agreement or 

Commonwealth-State Disability Agreement. 

 

The City fully supports previous WALGA State Council positions on this matter, namely: 

1. That the Act be amended to clarify that Independent Living Units should only be 

exempt from rates where they qualify under the Commonwealth Aged Care Act 1997; 

and 

2. That either: 

a. the charitable organisations section of the Act be amended to eliminate 

exemptions for commercial (non-charitable) business activities of charitable 

organisations; or 

b. that a compensatory fund for local governments be established, similar to the 

pensioner discount provisions, if the State Government believes charitable 

organisations remain exempt from payment of local government rates. 

 

Fees and Charges 

Local Government has the ability to set its own fees and charges for whatever service it 

provides and not be constrained by fees and charges schedules that are tied or determined 

by other State Governments Acts. 
 

Beneficial Enterprises 

Enable Local Governments to establish corporate entities that are independent of the local 

government and which operate under normal company law. There is relevance for this with 

renewable energy models and “Off-Grid” power generation and supply. Due diligence 

processes must be incorporated - including business case and independent review and 

assessment. 

 

Building Upgrade Finance 

There is no support for the building upgrade finance scheme. 
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Community Engagement Policy 

Rather than introducing the requirement for a community engagement (CE) charter, introduce 

the requirement for a community engagement policy that could be either an operational or a 

Council policy. In an age where there is an increased desire for the community to engage with 

staff or Council on a range of issues it is important to establish in policy what the community 

will and will not be engaged on.  Include engagement principles in said policy to ensure high 

participation rates in engagement activities.  Require the inclusion of a Public Participation 

Spectrum (i.e. IAP2 Spectrum) in the Policy that outlines the extent to which an organisation 

is willing and able to engage with their community.  

 
Integrated Planning 

Community consultation must be undertaken, in conjunction with the local government’s 

financial plan, so that the prioritisation of resources can be understood and accepted by the 

community. 

Minimum standards should be set for the level of community consultation and engagement in 

relation to major review of IPR. 

Remove any requirement for, or make optional the requirement for community engagement 

when undergoing minor review of IPR. 
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Scope of Activities of Local Government 
 

a) The scope of activities of local governments 
 

Waste Management and Resource Recovery 

 
Local Government contends that there are a number of improvements that would assist in 

delivering more efficient and effective outcomes – including meeting the targets of the State 

Waste Strategy – primarily though hypothecating all funds collected from the Waste 

Avoidance and Resource Recovery Levy into strategic waste management activities (as 

identified in the State Waste Strategy and Action Plan). Strategic investments could then 

include 50:50 funding for FOGO (3 bin) infrastructure, state-wide and regional waste 

infrastructure plans to direct future public and private investments, the State Government 

mandating sustainable procurement policies across all departments and agencies, and 

matching funding for Local Government regional landfill upgrades. A State/Local Government 

Partnership Agreement on Waste Management and Resource Recovery would provide the 

required governance framework to achieve this. 

 

Town Planning 

 
There are a number of improvements that would assist the Local Government sector in 

fulfilling its planning responsibilities, including: 

 
 Release of the Government’s response to the Independent Planning Reforms 

‘Green Paper’, which aims to streamline the WA planning framework and clarify 

roles and responsibilities; 

 Resourcing the Department of Planning Lands and Heritage to assist in the 

implementation of the proposed Planning Reform measures that will been outlined 

in the response to the ‘Green Paper’; 

 Review of the State Government Planning framework, given the large number of 

policies, guidelines, manuals and position statements to which Local Government 

must refer; 

 Review of the Local Planning Strategy process given the massive amount of 

information expected to be included in the document, as outlined in the Local 

Planning Manual. The review should also include the connection to the State’s 

Integrated Planning Framework and provide scalability of the content for smaller 

local governments; 

 Providing legislated timelines for all referral agencies to provide advice on both 

strategic and statutory proposals; 

 Timeframes for State Planning Policy review processes, as some ‘reviews’ have 

been underway for numerous years which affect a Local Government’s ability to 

incorporate this proposed information into their local planning framework; and 

 A review of the Planning Fees and Charges, which have been frozen since 2013. 
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Other issues being faced by the sector which inhibit its capacity to fulfil its planning 

responsibilities include: 

 
 The dichotomy between the current focus on the standarisation of all Local 

Governments’ local planning controls and the clear role of a Local Planning 

Scheme in upholding the specific local character and objectives of an area; 

 A lack of a full cost benefit analysis of Development Assessment Panels (DAPs), 

to determine the effectiveness of the system, and what is an appropriate level of 

DAP involvement within the WA Planning system; 

 Planning for waste in the peri-urban areas in a strategic manner, rather than each 

Local Government having to consider applications in an ad hoc manner; 

 Lack of clarity and assistance in resolving financial and liability concerns in 

coastal planning implementation after completing a coastal hazard risk 

management plan; 

 Different requirements and expectations of the various State Agencies in the 

implementation of Bush Fire Planning mechanisms; and 

 Lack of coordinated state-wide planning for the provision of Regional Open 

Space. Local Governments are collaborating to try and achieve this outcome.17 

Also compounded by the spending of the funds within Metropolitan Region 

Improvement Fund in order to progress regional open space and other regional 

infrastructure items, to ensure that the regions continue to grow. 

 

Building 

 
There are a number of improvements that could assist the Local Government sector in 

fulfilling its Building responsibilities including: 

 
 A review of the operation of the Building Act 2011 and associated regulations, 

and the improvements that the Local Government sector requires, in order to 

effectively administer the Act; specifically on the following topics: 

 
o clarity of information required to be submitted to Local Government; 

o mandatory inspections, including when and how they are undertaken; 

o time frames and fees; 

o amended plans process; 

o difficulties in building in bush fire prone areas; 

o appropriate infringements; 

o ongoing training and training of swimming pool inspectors; 
o registration of technical specialists; 

o role of the Department of Fire and Emergency Services; and 

o Clarity on the other prescribed approvals that are required. 

 

 A review of the fees and charges to ensure cost recovery is able to be achieved 

for the entire building process, not just the Building Permit assessment process. 

 
 
 

 

 
17 See www.gapp.org.au/ 

http://www.gapp.org.au/
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Other issues being faced by the sector which inhibit its capacity to fulfil its building 

responsibilities include: 

 
 The constant Industry pressure to introduce a full private certification model as 

occurs in the Eastern States, without the acknowledgement that a full regime of 

inspections would also need to be included to protect the consumer; 

 Resources within a Local Government to provide a service, as the fees currently 

only pay for a portion of the Building Permit issuing function; 

 Lack of workforce planning, encouraging more people to enter into a Building 

Surveying function in Local Government. The funds from the Construction 

Training Levy Fund does not include Local Government building surveyor 

trainees; and 

 Lack of clarity and advice from the Building Commission on the operation of the 

Building Act. Some Local Governments spend significant time and resources 

obtaining advice from other Local Governments or from legal experts, in order to 

effectively implement the Act. 

 

Emergency Management 

 
This has posed many challenges to Local Governments as outlined most recently in the 

Community Development and Justice Standing Committee Inquiry into crowded places. In 

brief, the sector is currently grappling with the implementation of the Strategy including: 

 
 The strategy is not linked to any legislation or policy framework within WA and is 

therefore not mandatory; 

 With no identified standards for compliance, there is a lack of clarity on the role 

of Local Governments as an owner operator and / or as the approver of events, 

 The strategy lacks coordination across government with many State Government 

agencies acting independently on their own interpretation of their responsibilities, 

 A risk management based approach to event approvals and consideration of 

mitigation measures is the preferred approach by Local Governments, 

 There has been no funding provided to assist and support Local Governments to 

undertaken these responsibilities or in implementing mitigation measures, 

 Local Governments are concerned with the implications of these measures on 

events that are being hosted by community groups. Many Local Governments 

are challenged by asking these groups to be considering counter terrorism when 

it is the intention of these groups to be building community connections and 

wellbeing; 

 The costs associated with implementing mitigation measures is cost prohibitive 

for community groups and Local Governments. 
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Climate Change 

 
Local Government has identified a number areas where the State Government can assist: 

 
1. Accelerated action and fast tracked reform to remove regulatory barriers 

and facilitate the transition to a low carbon, energy efficient economy. 

 
Local Governments are already active in renewable energy and energy efficiency 

projects, but State level regulations continue to hamper Local Governments from 

undertaking or supporting a range of high impact cost-effective energy efficiency 

and renewable energy projects. For example, LED street lighting retrofits and large 

scale renewable energy projects, including power purchase agreements and 

community energy projects. Local Governments are also seeking amendments to 

Regulation 54 of the Local Government (Financial Management) Regulations 1996 

to include ‘renewable energy infrastructure’ as a prescribed charge. This would 

allow Local Governments to fund the installation of solar panels on the roof of 

residents that opt in, and then the resident is able to repay the cost of the panels 

over 10 years by adding a small amount onto the resident's rates bill. It would 

provide an economic stimulus to SME’s in the solar industry, and address a major 

barrier to low social-economic households transitioning to a low carbon economy, 

realising savings on their energy bills, and countering rising electricity prices. 

 
2. A State level emissions reduction target and/or renewable energy target. 

 
Western Australia is the only State or Territory without an emissions reduction 

target or a renewable energy target. The State Government has previously 

indicated it considers it the responsibility of the Federal Government to enact any 

targets, however following the recent Federal election, there is a now a stronger 

argument to be put for setting a state level target. The Premier recently “warned 

that States such as WA could go it alone on climate policy unless the Morrison 

Government comes up with a workable national approach to reducing greenhouse 

gases and supply certainty to investors”.18 

 

3. Planning for climate proof communities (incl. funding for innovative 
climate change projects). 

 

This priority speaks to the need for State Government and Local Government to 

work in partnership to build healthy, resilient communities by ensuring that climate 

change considerations (both mitigation and adaptation) are embedded in 

Government policies and regulations. A key aspect of this is a State Planning 

regime that adequately incorporates climate change in planning policies, along with 

related environmental issues such as urban forestry, biodiversity, water security 

and emergency management. 
 

 

 

 
 

 
18 The West Australian (31 May 2019) 
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4. Comprehensive, effective adaptation planning. 

 
It is recognised that there is planning around coastal adaptation currently 

occurring, but effective planning needs to take in comprehensive identification of, 

and response to, the effects of climate change. It also needs to expand out to other 

effects of climate change such as heat waves and other extreme weather events, 

bush fire planning and water management. 

 

By way of an existing example, an increasing number of the 44 coastal Local 

Governments are undertaking Coastal Hazard Risk Management and Adaptation 

Plans to identify and understand the level of risk on the assets in coastal areas. 

Through this process, with assistance from the WAPC, Local Governments are 

able to investigate management and adaptation measures that are appropriate to 

minimise the identified risks to a more acceptable level. What is not clear, without a 

State Climate Change Policy, and coastal specific legislation, is how such risks can 

be addressed in an efficient, effective and equitable manner. 

 
A State/Local Government Partnership Agreement on Climate Change and Sustainability 

would provide the required governance framework to achieve these outcomes for Local 

Government on behalf of the people and communities of Western Australia. 

 
 

City of Greater Geraldton Submission 
 

Control of Certain Unvested Facilities (s.3.53) 
The Act includes provisions, under section 3.53, that have been carried forward from section 

300 of the former Local Government Act 1960. Former Section 300 stated: 

 

A council has the care, control, and management of public places, streets, ways, bridges, 

culverts, fords, ferries, jetties, and drains, which are within the district, or, which although not 

within the district, are by this Act placed under the care, control, and management, of the 

council, or are to be regarded as being within the district, except where and to the extent that 

under an Act, another authority has that care, control, and management. 

 

Section 3.53 refers to infrastructure as an ‘otherwise unvested facility’, and is defined to mean 

“a thoroughfare, bridge, jetty, drain, or watercourse belonging to the Crown, the responsibility 

for controlling or managing which is not vested in any person other than under this section.” 

 

Section 3.53 places responsibility for an otherwise unvested facility on the local government 

in whose district the facility is located. Lack of ongoing maintenance and accreting age has 

resulted in much infrastructure falling into a dilapidated state. This, together with the uncertain 

provenance of many of these facilities, particularly bridges, can place an unwarranted and 

unfunded burden on local governments. 

 

The City supports the deletion of section 3.53 of the Act, and that responsibility for facilities 

located on Crown Land return to the State as the appropriate land manager. 
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Department of Local Government 
 

b) The role of the department of state administering the Local Government Act 

1995 and related legislation 

 
As part of WALGA State Council’s deliberations relating to the current Review of the Local 

Government Act 1995, State Council adopted the following position relating to the 

Department of Local Government’s role: 

 
a) “Support the continuance of the Department of Local Government, Sport and 

Cultural Industries as a direct service provider of compliance and 

recommend the Department fund its capacity building role through the 

utilisation of third party service providers; and, 

b) Call on the State Government to ensure there is proper resourcing of the 

Department of Local Government, Sport and Cultural Industries to conduct 

timely inquiries  and interventions when instigated under the provisions of 

the Local Government Act 1995.” 21 

 
 

Roles of Elected Members and Chief Executive Officers 
 

d) The role of elected members and chief executive officers / employees   and 

whether these are clearly defined, understood and accepted 

 
 

City of Greater Geraldton Submissions 
 

Role of Council 

It is suggested that having regard for the broader community when local governments make  

key  strategic decisions is something that should be expressed within the “Role of Council” 

as defined within the Act. This could be achieved as part of a broader expansion of the “Role 

of Council”, to recognise that the demands on local governments have grown significantly 

since the inception of the 1995 Act. 

 

Elected Member Training (new proposal) 

The City notes previous WALGA State Council resolutions opposing any legislative change 

that would: 

1. Require candidates to undertake training prior to nominating for election; 

2. Incentivise Elected Member training through the fees and allowances framework; or 

3. Mandate Elected Member training 

 
 

 

 

21 WALGA (2019b) p25 
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Ensuring compliance with the Local Government Act  

New offence – improper use of position 

Amend the Act to include an “improper use of position” offence which applies to CEOs and 

employees of a local government, and former CEOs and employees to ensure that they do 

not escape liability for improperly using their position. 

 

New offence – knowingly providing false or misleading information to council 

Amend the Act to provide that the CEO or an employee of a local government must not 

knowingly provide false or misleading information to council. This would ensure that a council 

as the decision-making body of a local government is provided with accurate information from 

its CEO and employees. 

 

Funding and Financial Management 
 

e) The funding and financial management of local governments 

 

Fees and Charges 

 
Under the principle of ‘general competence’ there is no reason why Local Governments 

should not be empowered to make decisions regarding the setting of fees and charges for 

specific services. 

 
There may be an argument that certain fees and charges should be consistent across the 

State or the metropolitan area; however it is not clear why dog registration fees, as an 

example, should be the same in every Local Government area. Local Governments in most 

other states are able to set animal registration fees. 

 
Car registration fees are not the same in every State and few would argue they ought to be; 

setting fees, charges and tax rates is a core function of government and Local Governments, 

as a legitimate sphere of government, should be able to make policy decisions regarding their 

services and revenue streams. 

 
Councils should be empowered to make policy decisions regarding user-paid services 

provided by the Local Government. 

Grants 
 
Local Governments in Western Australia strongly support ALGA’s advocacy campaign to 

restore Financial Assistance Grants to one percent of Commonwealth taxation revenue, 

which was the level of funding provided in 1996.44 Since then, despite the Australia’s Gross 

Domestic Product growing strongly, Financial Assistance Grants funding has eroded to now 

represent approximately 0.55 percent of Commonwealth taxation revenue.45
 

 
 

 

 

44 ALGA (2019a) 
45 ALGA (2019a)
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This decline in revenue support from the Commonwealth coincides with the responsibilities 

and demands of Local Government increasing as the State Government reduces services to 

address budget issues and Local  

 

Government seeks to address the infrastructure backlog, which improves the economic 

capacity of Western Australia’s communities. 

 

City of Greater Geraldton Submissions 
  
Financial Management 

Remove the requirement to prepare a Rate Setting Statement and the 10% rule.  Long Term 

Financial Planning, financial and sustainability ratios provide sufficient guide in determining 

rates requirement. Other States do not require a Rate Setting Statement to be prepared.   

 
Investments 
Introduce a requirement for local governments to have an investment policy which addresses 

risk and must be reviewed regularly. 

 

Introduce tiered approach to investments. Tier 1 low risk and subject to minimal regulatory 

oversight. Tier 2 requiring additional due diligence such as the development of investment 

plans. 

 

Provide options for Council to invest in a greater range and diversity of investments, to be 

determined by each individual Council Policy and associated risk assessment. 

 

Debt 

 Remove the restrictions of using income from general rates or untied government 

grants as security. 

 Local Governments permitted to secure funds using assets, such as commercial 

assets – property and infrastructure. 

 Cease the requirement to give public notice of the use of, or borrowing money – e.g. 

to spend left over funds from previous borrowing. 

 
Basis of Rates (s.6.28) 

The method of valuation of land to be used as the basis of rating in Western Australia is 

either: 

 These are the only two methods available under the section 6.28 of the Act in Western 

Australia. Eastern State local governments can elect to rate on one of the following 

options: 

1. Site Value - levy on the unimproved value of land only and disregards the value 

of buildings, personal property and other improvements; 

2. Capital Value - value of the land including improvements. 

3. Annual Value - rental value of a property (same as GRV). 
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Differential Rates (s.6.28 and 6.33) 

It is noted that concern has previously been raised by metropolitan local governments at the 

amount of vacant land remaining in an undeveloped state for an extensive period of time and 

holding up development opportunities. 

 

The City supports any amendment to the current legislative provisions in relation to 

differential rating to enable a differential rate to be applied on the basis of the length of time 

a property has remained in an undeveloped state. 

Differential General Rates 

 Agree with the opportunity to reform comments and support the following suggested 

changes to rating categories: 

o Geographic location 

o Types of buildings on the land 

o Any other criteria council determines is relevant. 

Allow Council to have the option to have more than one minimum under the same rating 

category which could be linked as per above to Geographic location. 

 

Ministerial Approval 

Increase the differential rate to three or four times the lowest before Ministerial approval is 

requirement. This would reduce the regulatory burden while maintaining some oversight; or  

 

Set the differential to a maximum of four times with no ability to seek Ministerial approval. This 

would increase fairness between rating categories and provide greater certainty for local 

governments. 

 

Rates – Minimum Payments 

Section 6.35 (3)(4)(5) – remove the 50% rule related to number of minimums per rating 

category and related Ministerial Approval. 

 

Recovery of Rates & Service Charges 

Recovery of Rates & Service Charges 

LGA’s should be able to apply all related recovery costs against the property. 

 

Section 6.64 – taking possession of land for rates that have been unpaid for at least 3 years.  

The related forms/notices should include all rates and costs in arrears at that time – currently 

only prescribes what is owing in rates that have been levied. 

 

Rate Exemptions 

Every owner of land is required to pay rates. Local governments could offer concessions to 

land owners if determined by council. 

 

 Exclude independent living units for seniors from being a charitable purpose. 

 Exclude charitable organisations that provide rental accommodation at or near market 

rates or that do not provide any concessional benefit to the lessee. 

 Every occupier of land has to pay a minimum contribution to the local government.  The 

capped amount could be the minimum payment set by the local government, or an 
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amount set in legislation. 

 Rate equivalency payments that paid by State Bodies should go to LGA’s not back to 

the State Government 

Exemptions: charitable organisations 

Reforms to the charitable organisation exemptions hinge on clarifying who is or isn’t eligible 

to receive a rates exemption. 

 

Commercial not exempt: 

 Exemptions do not apply to commercial (non-charitable) business activities. 

 Qualified under Commonwealth legislation 

 Certain categories of ratepayers, for example independent living units, would only be 

exempt from rates where they qualify under the Commonwealth Aged Care Act 1997. 

 Land not used as a residence - Clarify that land is not used exclusively for charitable 

purposes if the land is used as a residence and is exclusively occupied by persons, 

including a caretaker. 

 

Trust Funds – Public Open Space funds held in Trust. 

LGA’s should not be required to seek approval from third party (i.e. Planning Commission) to 

spend Public Open Space funds held in trust. 

 

Audits 

Standardise and provide improved clarity on the reporting requirements for all types of audits. 

Regional Subsidiaries 

The Act was amended in late 2016 to enable local governments to establish regional 

subsidiaries. The Local Government (Regional Subsidiaries) Regulations 2017, which were 

enacted in early 2017, contain significant restrictions that limit flexibility, and reduce the 

benefits of the regional subsidiary model. In particular, the regulations prevent regional 

subsidiaries from borrowing from any organisation other than a constituent local government, 

entering into a land transaction, or commencing a trading undertaking. 

 

The City supports legislative change that would enable regional subsidiaries to: 

 

1. Borrow in their own right; 

2. Enter into land transactions; and 

3. Undertake commercial activities. 
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